INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE
SANNARPSGYMNASIET

WELCOME TO THE
IB PROGRAMME
Congratulations in choosing one of the best
educational programmes in the world!

SEVEN BENEFITS

TEN REASONS

Some of the benefits of the IB at Sannarpsgymnasiet

Why the IB Diploma programme is an ideal preparation for life

1. Small study groups.

1. Universities recognize it - and give credit for it.
Various universities all over the world prefer IB students.

2. Dedicated and experienced teachers.

2. Graduates care about more than just results.
IB gives students perspective about the world.

3. You will be excellent in English.
4. You have time to improve. You are not graded until the final
year.
5. Choose the subjects you like most.
6. Meet other students who also want to study academically.
7. Subjects as CAS and TOK will make you develop as a person.

”

Nowadays I am studying medicine at
the University of Gothenburg and every
time I reflect on my years at Sannarp I
feel thankful. It was the IB programme
which taught me to find a study technique, to organize my daily routine and
to appreciate the process of learning.
Also, the IB encouraged me to engage in
questions which gave me new and useful
perspectives. With the IB programme as
a foundation my studying became effective and so did development towards
my personal goals. I recommend the IB
programme to any student who seeks for
a challenge, likes to learn and wants to
prepare for the future.
Ameer, IB graduate 2015

”

3. IB creates independent learners who feel prepared, both academically and personally.
Assessments give you writing, organization and research skills.
4. IB assesses more than examination techniques.
You will learn for life rather than just for a single test.
5. IB offers academic bredth and depth.
Six subjects studied in depth make your university options open.
6. IB gives you experiences beyond the classroom.
CAS projects give you other types of experience.
7. Subjects are not taught in isolation.
TOK classes encourage you to make connections between subjects.
8. IB encourages critical thinking.
You will have time to look beyond the facts.
9. You also develop other qualities.
The IB learner profile offers ten qualities which every IB learner
strives to develop - from being ’open-minded’ to ’balanced’.
10. IB cultivates an international mindset.
An International mindset is a key skill in the 21st century.

ONE MISSION
High quality education for a better world
The International Baccalaureate aims to develop inquiring, knowledgeable and caring young people who help to create a better and more
peaceful world through intercultural understanding and respect.
To this end, the organization works with schools, governments and
international organizations to develop challenging programmes of
international education and rigorous assessment.
These programmes encourage students across the world to become
active, compassionate and lifelong learners who understand that other
people, with their differences, can also be right.

International Baccalaureate

Welcome to us!
Sannarpsgymnasiet

